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“The Donald” Is My Man!!
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The Trump Campaign has successfully called out all bigots, racists and slave plantation minded people hoping
for a chance to deepen the divide that already exists, bringing hate and inequality to the forefront, negating all
fences mended in the past with race relations. That is why Donald Trump is my man! He has exposed the
reasons why many Black and Brown Americans are suffering in America when you look at the justice system
and economics that have built the walls up between rich and poor, Black and White, plain stupid and basic
common sense people. Like I have said many, many times, there is a Racist Agenda in America! His
supporters prove it. They are at all levels professionally, politically, spiritually and otherwise. We can thank
Donald Trump for truly exposing America’s hypocrisy. And I do thank him. I appreciate The Donald for that.
When you don’t care about the truth, lies will lead you astray. That is the Republican campaign. It is founded
on hatred and inequality, by people who have as big of an ego problem as Donald Trump himself. And that’s
alarming. It’s like a bunch of Donalds coming together having an all day party hyped up on hate. For a long
time, I considered admiring Donald Trump, but I just kept sensing bigotry. So I could never quite come
onboard with anything he did. Even his Apprentice show, to me, exposed him. Omarosa Manigault, we have
many Oreos in the world. They marry White and think they’ve made the world a better place. Make a note to
yourself honey, “It’s okay to be Black and live in your skin.” Unless Michael Clarke Duncan was a sleep
walking individual like Omarosa, he would have abandoned her a long time ago for supporting America’s
hypocrisy. She needs to really understand that that there are police and there are racists with badges.
There’s a huge difference. And if you can’t remain level headed just because you see Black or Hispanic men,
women and children walking down the street, sitting in cars, learning at school, partying with friends, then why
are you wearing a badge? You’re that hyped up on disillusionment walking around with a badge. Oh my Lord
Omarosa! Maybe you can’t see Michael Clarke Duncan in a choke hold just because he was a fine Black man,
but I can. And it would have taken many, many racists with badges to hold him down. Guess what Omarosa,
that’s not a problem, they would have stood in line to get a piece of him. Don’t be that stupid!
But back to why Mr. Trump is my man. Learning the stats on Black and Brown men in jail is enough to make
you wanna go do bad things to people who put them there. But less we digress, violence will beget violence,
so I’m not on that team!! I don’t know how you calm the type of hate that is running this country. The only thing
I see is that if you believe in God, if you believe in fairness at any level, then you had better come out strong at
election time. And when we win, and we had better win, what of the bigotry, racism and slave plantation
minded people who will remain in America’s society? What of them? How do we reach them? How do we not
target them like in this correspondence, judging the entire group of Republicans, like they do the whole of
America’s diverse population? I say, “We need you! We want you! Just please leave the delusions at home.”
“Minorities” as “We” are called have made many, many contributions to America and the world. But there is no
Black History allowed in public schools, something that has changed, but way too slowly. Then you have to
look at who wrote the Black History in the first place. Not blaming White people, if you could write yourself into
a prominent position forever, wouldn’t you? So how much of it is true when it comes to surplus and credits to
who did what? How much was left out? Why was it against the law for slaves to learn how to read? Why
were slaves treated like property when they were human beings? Why must we watch slave movies depicting
Black as inferior and therefore authorizing their enslavement? No, we are ready for Black Lives to Matter so
that people can accept All Lives Matter! Yes, every life on this planet matters. Every single one!
Racism is the genocide of humanity. Stand up for an Equal Rights America!
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